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Nicaragua: Hurricane Joan, Chronology Of Events
by Deborah Tyroler
Category/Department: General
Published: Friday, November 4, 1988
Joan was an unusual hurricane. It moved west across the southern Caribbean Sea instead of going
north or northwest as most hurricanes do. Joan was the first hurricane to threaten Nicaragua
since Hurricane Fifi in 1974 and tropical storm Irene three years earlier. Oct. 18: Nicaraguan
meteorologists issued a national alert that Joan had grown to hurricane strength and was heading
straight for the Atlantic Coast. Oct. 19: The government declared a national emergency, giving it
effective control over information related to the hurricane. The National Emergency Committee
was activated. Oct. 20: Joan stalled for a day. The hurricane increased in strength, but the stall also
provided the Nicaraguans more time to prepare. The Army, the Interior Ministry (which mobilized
2,000 people in Managua alone the night of the hurricane), the Red Cross, public employees, FSLN
activists and members of the country's mass organizations, such as trade unions and neighborhood
committees, were quickly mobilized, carrying out the brunt of preparatory work and evacuations.
Their work saved hundreds, perhaps thousands of lives. Sandinista field commanders and civil
defense advisers were dispatched to Bluefields and other towns in the likely path of the hurricane.
In Bluefields, a three-day supply of food, medicine and other emergency items was collected and
stored. More than 1,300 tons of medicine and food were distributed nationwide in the two days
before the hurricane hit. Oct. 21: Nicaragua's emergency broadcast system went into effect. The
special programming, heard across the radio dial, broadcast constant weather updates and warned
listeners that the storm was likely to hit with an intensity never before seen in Nicaragua. People
living in lowland areas were urged to evacuate, and advised of the location of refugee centers being
set up across the country. Nearly 325,000 people were evacuated across the country (nearly one in
ten of all Nicaraguans), including over 100,000 in and around Managua, and some 60,000 from the
southern Atlantic Coast. As of Oct. 28, 60,000 people remained in temporary refugee shelters. Many
people were reluctant to move to the shelters, some taken in by assertions broadcast on contra radio
stations that the hurricane threat was exaggerated or a hoax. Others feared that their belongings
could be stolen if their homes were left unattended. Those who made eleventh-hour decisions to
take refuge in local centers were assisted by the emergency crews who continued to work through
most of the hurricane. The air force evacuated 11,000 people at the last minute, in the teeth of the
advancing storm. On Friday afternoon, Corn Island was hit with winds up to 150 mph. Oct. 22: At
about 1:30 a.m., the hurricane's full force hit Bluefields. Radio contact was lost. Earlier, electricity
and telephone communications had been cut off, affecting the coastal, northern and central regions,
including Managua. President Daniel Ortega and Defense Minister Humberto Ortega traveled
through the most vulnerable of Managua's barrios on Saturday evening. (The president had flown
to Bluefields the day before and would return Oct. 23.) The fact that the president (whom people
referred to as "Danielito" as they spoke with him that night) had visited was helpful in convincing
some people to leave who were otherwise inclined to dismiss the danger. Eighty thousand in
Managua were temporarily evacuated as hundreds of rescue workers transported people to
temporary refugee shelters, and distributed food. They also engineered the rescue of several people
from drowning as torrential rains turned drainage ditches into raging rivers in a matter of minutes.
Oct. 23: By Sunday morning heavy rains on the Pacific coast were all that remained of the hurricane.
The devastation left behind was revealed on a region-by-region basis during the next few days.
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Managua had been spared the worst of the storm. (Basic data from bulletin prepared by Instituto
Historico Centroamericano, Managua, distributed in 11/02/88 report by the Central American
Historical Institute, Georgetown University, Washington DC.]

-- End --
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